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The Belief:
UNIQUE CUSTOMER

We believe that every customer is unique, which means your
marketing strategy should be too. The days of the average are
long gone and with them the universal, one-size-fits-all marketing
plan. When designing a customer engagement strategy, the unique
identification of a customer and her needs should be a compass to
deliver a brand’s strategic goals and business objectives.
When done well, a loyalty strategy is measurable against its business
case, with a relevant set of behavioral goals for your customers that
will drive predictive customer growth and profit for your business.
That is why Aimia puts the ‘who’ before the ‘what’ and the ‘how’.
We step into the shoes of the consumer before we step into
the boardroom.

An approach that focuses on identifying key customer segments,
understanding their brand expectations and experience at key
moments of truth, to deliver segmented engagement strategy with
quantifiable outcomes for customer growth over time.

The Definition:
UNIQUE EXPERIENCE

With customer identity as the first step, customer data becomes the
first input. A transaction ID takes new meaning when combined with
profile data. It puts a face and a personality to the dollar value of the
basket. Combined with observed offline and online behavior, run-ofthe-mill transaction tables can unlock deep insights into personality,
revealing distinct behavior patterns and drivers of purchase.
Intelligent data insights are a critical input to designing loyalty strategy.
Our decision scientists work intimately with loyalty strategists to
build the right customer treatments to create loyalty. We overlay
customer research sentiments on top of transaction and profile data
to enhance our view of the customer. Customer segmentation is
core to designing a tailored engagement strategy for each customer.
Over time, we keep layering observed behavior from test-and-learn
initiatives to add more depth to the customer persona. This in turn
enables us to constantly reinvent the brand strategy and create
more value for your business.

The Aimia SmartJourneyTM Methodology

A brand needs to first define the distinct set of milestones
that their customers would progress through, from the
first footfall to the first word-of-mouth.

Milestones
to Ideal

However, it is important to keep in mind that this journey can be
very unique and personal for each customer. She would experience
progression with a brand in her own way - influenced by her inherent
personality, decision triggers, and preferred channels of interaction.
The key to designing a customer engagement strategy is to understand
the customer journey. We first define the ideal milestones that a brand
perceives for an ideal customer, but commit to understanding the unique
journeys or ‘paths’ each customer segment would take to progress
through these milestones. The understanding of ‘multiple paths’ allows us
to identify and investigate segments that may have fallen off the path to
profitability, and offer prompt corrective treatments.

Underpinning the key milestones are the multitude of tiny
moments of truth or decision triggers that a consumer
experiences on a daily basis.

Experience
Touchmap

These triggers happen over a wide spectrum of physical and digital
channels, as the customer wades through a multitude of decisions – to
visit, purchase and advocate – that have a direct impact on the brand.
A key task is to identify an exhaustive list of these physical and digital
interaction points that encapsulate the overall brand experience. And then
to understand which interaction points are critical to the decision making
process of a specific segment. With this understanding, a marketer can
map the experiential and emotional impact of these touchpoints to
specific segments, and make intelligent investments towards
relevant channels.

The business case of any marketing plan is the
differential between the current state and the ideal
customer behavior.

The Solution
Roadmap

Within the SmartJourneyTM concept, each segment would bear its own
modeled investment and profitability. This allows us to identify investment
opportunity by segment, across facets of customer engagement, such as
strategy, analytics, campaigns, technology, and operations.
Aimia’s multi-disciplinary teams come together to define the roadmap of
a brand’s marketing strategy. Each initiative or project is modeled around
cost of implementation and forecasted returns over a period of time. With
our experience, we can design marketing plans with realistic timelines and
implementation requirements, and each project is tested on its success
through regular performance measures.

6 Steps Towards Creating a Customer-First Business
Through the SmartJourney™, Aimia experts will help you see the value of every customer at
every step in their journey. This allows a marketer to understand and track the impact of our
recommendations at a granular level against well-defined customer segments, opposed to
measuring impact of an overarching strategy against an overall customer base.
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SmartJourneyTM
Definition

Relevant
Segment
What is the objective?

What is the objective?

Identify your key customer segments. Form
understanding of persona, behavioral pattern and key
motivations. Prioritize segments by value and
marketing effort.

Define critical customer value growth milestones based
on brand’s vision and ideal customer journey.

What do you need?
Customer-level profile, transactional, behavioral,
attitudinal data. Deep expertise in behavioral
segmentation and loyalty best practices.

Align on key measures of success.

What do you need?
Senior stakeholder alignment on definition of ‘best
customer’ and future vision of ideal customer journey
from attraction to advocacy.

AIMIA CASE STUDY: AIRPORT

AIMIA CASE STUDY: RETAIL BRAND

Segmentation by persona

Milestones & multiple paths

Airport Community

Growth Milestones

Collective Milestones

5.5%

Beauty Jet-setters
Airline VIP Clubs
One-way Visitors

ATTRACT

100%

1
116k
members

6 GROW

6

6

1.5%
3

2
125k
members

4

6k
members

ACTIVATE

2k
members

ENGAGE

5 RE-ALIGN

Carry-on Customers
93.0%

Departures
Arrivals

100k
members
Negative

Neutral

Positive

The Golden Profile: The Aimia SmartJourney™ allows you to centralize your current customer data
while adding new sources. All types of transactions, interactions and channel data can be gathered
with a deep customer profile into a singular view of your customer we call a Golden Profile.

Step-by-Step
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Relevant
Touchpoints

SmartJourneyTM
Diagnostic

What is the objective?

What is the objective?

Define critical touchpoints of impact by unique customer
segment. Prioritize key channels based on customer’s
journey across the milestones and purchase cycle.

Benchmark and diagnose critical gaps across strategic
and operational elements. Identify customer growth
opportunities for the brand over time.

What do you need?

What do you need?

Touchpoint mapping exercise to identify exhaustive list of
physical and digital touchpoints for customer interaction,
followed by a touchpoint scoring by segment.

Benchmarking, market assessment, current performance
assessment, operational assessment and economic model
to measure return on investment.

AIMIA CASE STUDY: CONVENIENCE STORE

AIMIA CASE STUDY: RETAIL FURNITURE BRAND

Contribution assessment of online touchpoints

Diagnostic assessment

SMS
•
•

Regular, targeted time sensitive offers/
surprise and delight offers
Balance / expiry / status updates

EDM
•
•
•
•

Loyalty Contribution: Increased
engagement, increased activity,
increase in footfall

Targeted marketing
Push messages on updates
Gamiﬁcation
Experience and aspiration
Loyalty Contribution: Targeted
marketing, on-the-go, real time

SOCIAL MEDIA
•
•
•

PARTNER WEBSITE/APP
•

Long term cross-marketing on
respective apps and websites

CORPORATE WEBSITE
•
•

Loyalty Contribution: Increased
awareness, acquisition and Partner
advocacy

Incorporate WeChat into sharing and
social engagement
Game mechanics, brand engagement
Social advocacy
Loyalty Contribution: Increased
engagement, targeting younger
skewed demographic, brand advocacy

Loyalty Contribution: Increased
activity on app, increased engagement,
increase in footfall

APP
•
•
•
•

Program info and awareness
Program updates
Targeted offers, reward options
Upsell / cross-sell offers

First stage registration of preferences
could be completed on website
Additional messaging on current
activity to promote attractiveness
Loyalty Contribution: Increased
awareness of proposition, completion
of more registrations and engagement

Step-by-Step
Over time, by applying this method of measurement, a marketer can deduce with confidence
specific loyalty treatment that works best for specific customer types. New insights lead to
real-time delivery of personalized, omnichannel experiences to influence customer behavior and
grow your business.
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SmartJourney
Recommendations

Smart
Solution

TM

What is the objective?

What is the objective?
TM

Recommend segment-specific SmartJourney , growth
strategy and key project initiatives. Recommend key
measurement KPIs to measure efficacy across segment
and touchpoint.

Define the roadmap of initiatives leading to customer
growth over time, with implementation plan and modeled
returns to improve program performance and begin
brand habit growth.

What do you need?

What do you need?

Alignment across senior stakeholders on proposed
initiatives and investment across strategy, technology,
operations, skills.

Detailed implementation plan and technical specifications
for key projects across strategy, skills, technology,
operations deployment.
Project cost and ROI models. Operational alignment
across multiple departments within brand.

AIMIA CASE STUDY: GLOBAL CPG BRAND

AIMIA CASE STUDY: TRAVEL BRAND

Projects recommended by phases

Solutions roadmap for customer engagement strategy
A

CRAWL

WALK

RUN

1 year of program re-launch

2-3 year of program re-launch

>3 years of program re-launch

Focus on member engagement
and re-activation

Focus on driving easy, seamless
interactions and member acquisition

Activate members as
program ambassadors

Program Re-branding

Program Operational Enhancement launch of digital program interface

Mobile app for program

Test and learn targeted communication
and offers

Relevant, Targeted Communication
and Offers

Hyper-personalized Segment of One
Proposition

Program Design: Milestone based
benefits unlock; expirey mechanics

Program Design: Additional mechanics
to acquire new members

Program Design: Open acquisition
through community, enable earn
for interactions

Reward Partnerships

Earn Partnerships, Data Partners

Content Partners for Community

Program Operational Enhancement transition to digital interface

Direct integration & code in pack

Community based Engagement

ENHANCE VALUE
PROPOSITION TO LOCALS

B

(0-1 Year)

Design milestone-based mechanics to
encourage locals to visit and spend more

S

T

Configure new mechanics in ALP

T

2. DATA DRIVEN CAMPAIGN
STRATEGY (PHASE I)

T

Design targeted tactical upsell & cross
sell campaigns measured against KPIs
Use local language and “we care for
you...” tonality
Integrate ACP with ALP for promotions &
automated communications

3. INTERNAL PARTNERSHIP
S
T

Partner with internal BUs to increase
choice of earn and turn
Link BUs’ platforms to ALP

OFFER SEAMLESS EXPERIENCE
VIA DIGITALIZATION
(2-3Year)

4. EXTERNAL PARTNERSHIP

S

C

C

(1-2 Year)

1. PROGRAM REDESIGN

A

BUILD EXTERNAL ECOSYSTEM
TO ATTRACT TRAVELERS

Partnership with strategic partners
allowing earn / burn across travel journey
Integrate ALP in partners’ platfoms to
allow seamless points earn & conversion

5. DIGITALIZATION
S
T

2.1. DATA DRIVEN CAMPAIGN
STRATEGY (PHASE II)
A
C

Predictive model to anticipate behaviors
for targeted actions
Use GCC language and “we have all you
need,” tonality

Members digital wallet and keyless
check in for seamless travel experience
Integrate digitized feature into ALP

2.2. DATA DRIVEN CAMPAIGN
STRATEGY (PHASE III)
A
C

Data-driven, real-time, on-the-go and
hyper personalized offers to members

S
A
C
T

Strategy & Vision
Analytics & Insights
Comms & Campaigns
Platform & Tech

Aimia SmartJourney

TM

The Outcome:
PREDICTABLE CUSTOMER
GROWTH

The outcome of this approach is to derive
strategic and operational initiatives by each segment,
over a period of time. Ongoing reporting allows you
to improve the personalized marketing campaigns,
communications and experiences your
customers expect.
Projects and initiatives are defined, costed and
prioritized based on their efficacy towards key
segments, and their return on investment forecasted
with precision.
The Aimia SmartJourney™ becomes a dynamic
infrastructure for making your brand a habit and
supercharging customer growth.
Aimia’s experts stay your partners, helping you learn
and adapt to reach your milestones and profits.
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SmartJourney

TM

There has never been a more crucial time
in marketing to get a firm grasp of the
marketing impact.
Disruption is the norm and marketing budgets are
sparse. The measurement of each dollar of cost in
terms of incremental revenue, customer value growth
and equity is indispensable.
Equally important is the predictability of initiatives and
campaigns, to be driving behavioral changes from one
milestone to the other, in a forecasted, modeled and
measured approach.
It is critical at this point to step into the shoes
of a customer to pre-empt the next decision point,
even perhaps hand-hold them
through key moments of truth.

And it all begins with
knowing your customer.

Start Your Journey Now!
loyalty@aimia.com
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